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Apocalypse Never 
·DEMOCRACY IN 
DEATH THROES AT 
by Dave Christian 
Ori January 27, 1983 the 
replied "The marches have d 
strong effect - seeing thou-
sands of people marching 
makes people aware of an 
issue." 
NAG will be conducting a 
study group at 12:30 on 
T tlursday, February 3 in the 
pouglas College Nuclear 
Awareness Group presented 
the National Film Board pro-
duction If You Love This 
Planet. The film, addressing 
~tself to the dangers of nu-
cfear war, is produced and 
narrated by Dr. Helen Caldi-
cott of the Physicians for 
Social Responsibility. 
Student reaction to the 
film was varied . Twenty · 
~rn~·~~~a~~atl,;c~:~h DOUGLAS 
will be discussed, and all in-
terested students and faculty 
are invited to attend . 
COLLEGE 
eight people (including NAG ,.------------,...----------· 
organizers) attended the 
showing. This was an im-
provement over previous 
e'\lents ht the old campus, 
.according to NAG secretary 
Barb Eby. Advertising may 
have played some part; pos-
ters announcing the event 
were quite prominent, 
though some were defaced 
by the more neanderthal ele-
ments in the student body. 
Those who attended the 
film felt that they profited 
from the experience. It pro-
duced a "powerful, gut-like, 
response" said Linda Hay-
ward, a psychology lab tech-
nician. "It reminded me of 
the need to be reminded." 
An anonymous viewer said 
"it made me think." "If I 
survived I'd go nuts" de-
clared Phil, a student wear-
ing an "Apocalypse Never" 
button. 
Asked whether she feels 
that the Disarmament move-
ment has any effect on the 
population, Linda Hayward 
SS DELAYS EI .ECTIONS 
by Nancy Powell 
The Student Society by-
election scheduled for J anu-
ary 27 was abruptly cancel-
led due to a graphic in the 
January 18 issue of the 
Other Press. 
The graphic for "Direct 
Action #2" on page two in-
cluded "Vote for Gerry" 
(Oikawa), which the Student 
Society c-onsidered free adv-
ertising. 
"If the words 'vote for 
Stewart' and 'vote for Alana' 
were included", said S.S. 
Business Manager Merrilyn 
Houlihan, "then it would 
have been acceptable. But as 
it is, it's not". 
The other canditates for 
vice-president Alana Whitly 
and Stewart Woolverton, 
both said that it violated 
election rules, although 
Woolverton thought that i 
would not sway any votes. 
Whitly said that it was 
unfair that Oikawa should 
get free advertising, and tha 
"Students would see Gerry' 
name in the cartoon and the 
would recognise only that 
name on the ballot. It coul 
work on their subconcious". 
Gerry Oikawa, whos 
name was included in the 
graphic, felt that the desc-
ision to cancel the elections 
was unjust, saying it pro-
vided the other candidates 
with more time to campaign . 
"I had nothing to do wit~ 
the graphic. It was so small, 
not even half an inch", saic 
Oikawa, "it wasn't even ir 
good taste, written on a bath· 
room wall. " 
The Student Society post· 
poned the election until 
February 14, 
~y Sean Ba/derstone 
SCENARIO: Its the Stud-
ent Society Annual General 
Meeting. You wander in and 
sit down. Then someone 
reads an amendment to the 
constitution. You shake your 
head in disbelief. 
Yes. It's Tim Shein, stu-
de,nt society president, call-
ing for the death sentence on 
democratic representation at 
Douglas College. 
With the closing ot the 
other campuses when the 
Royal Avenue site was open-
ed, the revising of the con-
stitution was necessary. The 
major item that needed to be 
changed was the system for 
electing student represent-
atives. 
What was proposed and 
passed for approval is a vari-
ant on the system in use at 
UBC. The proposal bases 
student representation on 
"houses" or departments. 
The houses are: Business, 
Health/Dental, University 
Transfer, Social Sciences, 
Music, and Social Services. 
While the system at UBC 
makes allowances for un-
equal enrollment in houses, 
the proposal that will be sent 
for D.C. student approval 
has no such provision. 
"Every house will have 
two votes regardless of the 
amount of people in it", said 
Tim Shein. 
The new proposal gives 
every house only two votes 
on student council even 
though, for example, there 
are more University Transfer 
students than Music stud-
ents. Bill Blancard, student 
rep at large said, "I don't 
see a problem here, I really 
do·n't." 
This amendment will be 
presented at the AGM on 
Feb.28. Expect dissent to be 
openly voiced by student 
council member Stewart 
Woolverton . 
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DIRECT ACTION NUMBER THREE 
WAYS TO ASSASINATE YOUR EDUCATION MINISTER-~----------
"Look into my eyes," said 
Hypnotist Steve Hyslop, to the 
member of the audience who were 
assembled before him in the 
Chicago Tonight disco. · 
"Repeat after me," he continued 
in a deep monotone voice," Steve 
Hyslop is a great hypnotist." 11Steve 
Hyslop is a great hypnotist, "they 
repeat. "he will be back by popular 
demand at the Chicago Tonight 
every fv\onday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights for the month of 
February." Thecroud listlessly 
repeats. 
Esplodin~e ahor>el 
"Every wakeing hour of my day is 
going to be spent either in the 
College Place Pub drinking, 
watching mtv in Mugs and Jugs, or 
dancing in Chicago Tonight." Once 
again the crowd repeats Hyslop in 
an almost chant like manner. 
"Now, on the count ot three I am 
going to tell you to wake up. O~e, 
two and ... three!" he says. :'1 told you this guy was a phony," 
sa1d the man who had been imitating 
a monkey for the previous half hour 
" I knew he couldn't hypnotise me ' 
I' m too smart for that kind of ' 
nonsence." 
NITE 
New Westminsters only live Rock Club. 
Featuring the top bands in Western Canada. 
No charge Monday thru Thursday special event 
nights. MONDAY - Inflation fighter night 
(to help those recession blues) 
TUESDAY - Sweet Dreams contest 
.WENDSDA Y - Guest artist night 
THlJRSDA Y - Ladies night 
. w. ,, (no men till 1 OpmW: eel( 
'''f1l\S 3-D ''tie 
Lou Valentino 
57 Bl~ckle St. New Westminster 
(behind the Old Spaghetti · Factory) 
Phone:522-0011 
Hours: 7:00pm - 2:00am Monday thru Saturday 
:.. ·. . . . .· ,,. .. - -
Come in and see 6 
Our \.) 
Wide Variety of Candies 
• CAROB AND CHOCOLATE 
NOVELTIES • CARAMELS 
• FUDGE • GUMS 
• HARDCANDIES • NUTS AND 
· MIXES 
PHONE 522·0955 
ARE YOU A 
REGISTERED 
VOTER? 
m Province of Chief Electoral British Columbia Office 
-
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Sexual 
Harrasment 
VICTORIA (CUP) - On the 
eve of accusations that a Uni-
versity of Victoria professor 
has been sexually harassing 
students, the UVic admini-
stration has finally set up a 
committee to examine sexual 
grievance procedures. 
In early December, anon-
ymous leaflets distributed 
around campus warned 
women students that eco-
nomics professor Ezra 
Mishan allegedly used his 
UVic office "to interview 
women for the purpose of · 
using them as models in his 
home." 
Student Wendy Warren 
told the Martlet student 
newspaper she went for an 
interview in Mishan's office. 
"Dr. Mishan said he liked to 
handle his models to a de-
gree and it would be better if 
I enjoyed it," Warren said. 
"One of the last things he 
said to me before I left was 
'well you brazen little hussy, 
I'll see you in a few days.' " 
Warren said she decided 
not to model for Mishan. 
Neither Mishan nor UVic 
administrators will comment 
on the charges . Mishan was 
out of town when the leaflets 
were posted. 
Meanwhile, the UVic ad-
ministration finally took 
action on a year-old proposal 
to examine sexual grievance 
procedures. A committee 
composed of students, staff, 
Faculty and administrators 
will make recommendations 
for dealing with sexual 
harassment complaints on 
campus. 
Staff Lounges 
Some difficulty is being 
experienced in the use of 
staff lounges in respect to 
intended purpose. 
Firstly, staff lounges are 
- intended solely for that pur-
pose and are not to be used 
for meetings, student 
interviews or other non rec-
reational purposes . 
Secondly, lounges record-
ed below are designated 
Smoking or non Smoking as 
follows : 
2nd floor Sth. -Non-Smoking 
3rd floor Nth.- Non-Smoking 
4th floor Sth . - Smoking 
permitted. 
Board Rm. Lounge - Smok-
ing permitted 
Library Lounge - Smoking 
permitted. 
Please respect these des-
ignated areas as to their in-
tended use . 
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Vandals hit center 
SASKATOON (CUP) -
Spokespeople for the Univer-
sity of Saskatchewan Wo-
men's Centre are calling the 
recent vandalization of the 
centre's office "just another 
example of violence against 
women being used to silence 
them." 
Damage ranged from anti-
woman graffiti on the walls 
and file paper thrown on the 
floor to destruction of photos 
of centre members. and 
urine on tables. A Red Eye, 
the - Engineering Students' 
Society newspaper, was lett 
on the couch. 
"Fuck me, I Jove it," was 
scrawled on the chest of a 
daycare doll left lying on the 
floor. 
"We've been in the news 
callenging things lately," 
said Cathy Holtslander from 
the centre," so this was not 
entirely unexpected. We 
have no idea who it might 
have been. We suspect some 
people who have been hostile 
to us but we have nothing 
firm ." 
The centre has approached 
the U of S Students' Union 
(USSU) to repair the office. 
But according to USSU 
vice-president Beth Olley, 
the valdalism was "not that 
)ad." 
'~We're not going to the 
insurance company unless 
the Women's Centre can 
demonstrate that the cost is 
over $50, otherwise it would 
be cheaper for the USSU to 
pick up the expense," she 
said. 
Olley said the USSU is not 
planning any further action. 
"There really comes a limit 
of what you can do about a 
one-time act. 
"If it was us, we'd just gef 
the janitors in and clean if 
up," she said. 
Saskatoon pol ice say thE 
incident is still under inves· 
tigation . 
Move Over Buddy 
by Glen Nazaruk 
If you are finding the 
lights too brig~~ in the col-
lege, West Graydon recom-
mends that you move your 
chair from immediately be-
neath the fixture . This is a 
far better idea than discon-
necting any of the flour-
escent light tubes from the 
fixtures because by doing so 
the guarantee which the 
electric contractor provided 
with the installation of the 
electrical services in the col-
lege will be void . 
The college plans to have 
·these abusive fixtures either 
removed entirely or ex-
changed with other 
tubes that have different . 
levels of light emission . 
While various problems re-
lating to the physital plant of 
the c;:ollege are to be expec-
ted it is hoped that any that 
are specifically related to 
lighting in the college can 
be · allevi'ated promptly . A 
thorough check of all light 
fixtures in the college should 
be done immediately and any 
offending fixtures should be 
'either removed or altered so 
that their light emissions ar-e 
more satisfactory. Until then 
all students can do, accord-
ing to...West Graydon, is move 
their chairs to less offending 
areas. Move over buddy. 
by Glen Nazaruk 
Due to cutbacks to post 
secondary education, the 
1982/1983 budget, which 
was made known to the col-
lege in May of 1982 was 
$1,200,000 short of providing 
sufficient funds for the col-
lege to maintain the previous 
years level of service. One of 
the significant factors which 
cau$ed this problem with in-
adequate funding was the re-
sult of the college split into 
two units; Kwantlen College 
and Douglas College. 
A further -reduction of 
$350,000 was made in the 
1982/1983 operating budget 
in July of 1982 under the 
provincial government's Re-
straint 11 program which fur-
ther reduced funding to post 
secondary institutions. 
These cutbacks directly af-
fected the level of service 
which the college admini-
stration hoped to maintain 
for the 82/83 academic year. 
A review of administration ' 
date has identified major 
areas in the college· curricu-
lum which have been directly 
affected by these cutbacks . A 
large number of students 
have been affected and some 
examples are: 
Approximately five hun-
tired students who applied 
and who were later accepted 
were unable to register in the 
programs which they had 
originally intended. 
Five hundred and seventy 
seven who were able to reg-
ister after thev were accep-
ted were unable to enroll in 
all the courses wh1ch ttley 
had originally intended . Of 
these students , two hundred 
and sixty-five took substitute 
courses other than those 
which they had hoped and 
the rest were unable to fulfill 
their course requirements . In 
total this resulted in five 
F AS polls poor 
EDMONTON(CUP)-The 
decision by the University of 
Calgary students to pull out 
of the Federation of Alberta 
Students (FAS) may be over-
turned by illegal polling pro-
cedures. 
FAS is one of Alberta's 
provincial student organiza-
tions . 
According to FAS presi-
dent Don Millar, many pol-
ling booths were mislocated, 
graduate students were seen 
voting illegally on two days, 
and the Chief Returning Of-
ficer reportedly counted 
Thursday's ballots without 
scrutineers. In the Dec. 2 
and 3 referendum, 64 per-
. cent of the voters decided to 
terminate F AS membership_ 
at the U of C. 
"It was pretty shaky, to 
say the least," says Millar, 
who described the referen-
dum as "a very frustrating 
experience.'' 
Millar also complained 
about the election tactics 
used by the anti-FAS "No" 
committee. 
"The 'No' campaign had-
people working for it that 
didn't exist. The chairperson 
denied being involved with 
the committee," he said . 
Rich Fercho. leader of the 
"Yes" campaign, said the 
"No" side distributed most 
of the material at night, boy-
cotted the forums and had 
very little contact with stud-
dents . 
Lethbridge Community 
Colle2e students voted 81 
percent a week later to pull 
out of F AS. The organization 
now has four members and 
one, Grande Prairie College, 
will hold a pullout vote soon·. 
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News 
OP! 
hundred and eleven fewer 
academic course registra-
tions than had there been 
minimal or no cutbacks to 
post secondary education. 
There are still a large 
number of students who are 
unable to register in the 
college and of the students 
who meet the entrance quali-
fications of the college, four 
hundred and fifty are on 
waiting lists for admission to 
applied pregrams of limited 
enrollment and are unable to 
register, · 
Since 1975 fiscal restraint 
policies of various provincial 
and federal governments 
have been cutting back on 
post secondary education. 
These numbers of dissatis-
fied students are only a 
minor percentage of the total 
number of affected students 
throughout Canada. In other 
areas the cutbacks have left 
the post secondary education 
system in an even greater 
turmoil and has caused an 
even greater number of dis-
satisfied students who would 
like to enter institutions of 
higher learnin2. 
Disabled 
Parking 
I 
Parking spaces for dis-
abled driver~ _nave ~n des-
ignated on P1 level of the 
parking lot. There are 3 
·spaces marked by the south 
elevator and 2 spaces by the 
north elevator . Disabled 
drivers wishing to use these 
spaces must register their 
license number with West 
Grayden room and local 
number 4720 or with Gladys 
Klassen, 2791 . Registration 
is necessary to ensure that 
the car wi II not be towed 
away. It is also advisable that' 
the registered cars have a 
handicapped decal . 
Please contact Gladys 
Klassen if there are any 
problems related to acces-
sibility. 
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Get it right 
Editor(s): 
Re: your misleading and 
inaccurate article about my 
struggles with S.F.U. and 
my unfulfilled written agree-
ment (signed bv F.A.O. Julie 
Steel) to participate in the 
work-study program here at 
Douglas College. The article 
called "Moore Wants More" 
on p. 3 of your Jan . '18, 1983 
Other Press makes false 
statements_ about my finan-
cial situation and misrepre-
sents my conflict with S.F.U. 
Essentially, you've got two 
separate stories here. The 
one about EPPCO is well 
done and representative of 
my statements to Glen Naz-
aruk who took time to inter-
view me. The second story 
(an obviously personal mat-
ter about my attempts to get 
work at Douglas College, and 
my financial situation related 
to S.F.U.) is once again 
libelous. 
I can't believe that you 
people persistently libel me 
in ·the face of the clear 
explanations I've given you 
(ie. Glen did not write what 
I told him about S.F.U., · 
eg. that I was illegally and 
improperly withdrawn 
('thrown out') of the teacher 
training program at S.F.U. 
by a woman supervisor who 
thought my ideas and pract-
ice in education were to rad-
ical for public school and who 
later admitted during the ap-
peal procedures that she vio-
lated faculty procedures to 
have me thrown out of the 
program in spite of the fact 
that I was passing. 
Victoria changed the crit-
eria for work-study program 
after I applied . The college 
financial aid officer signed 
an agreement offering me 
221 hours of work at $5 .00 an 
hour and then later refused 
to honour that agreement. 
Contrarv to what you print-
ed, I am eligible for CSL and 
have told Victoria that 1 will 
repay the grant I got while at 
S.F.U. 
My financial situation is 
not for public perusal. You 
have no right to misrepre-
sent that situation as you 
have done. 
Richard ~re 
Not ITIY fault 
To Sean-Valentini, 
I take exception to your 
article in the Other Press 
(Financial Aid Sucks, J anu-
ary 18, 1983) . As you know, 
Douglas College was faced 
with severe budget cutbacks 
this year. The Financial Aid 
Office was no exception. 
Both myself and the Finan-
cial Aid Clerk took a one 
month lay off, without pay. 
We also sacrificed the addi-
tional help we usually get at. 
peak periods (September and 
January) to help process ap-
plications. In addition, we 
have had a 35 percent in-
crease in applications for as-
sistance this year. Finally, 
our office has taken on the 
added duties of Student and 
Graduate Placement. 
In your article you com-
pare us to Kwantlen, but you 
fail to mention that their of-
fice did not have temporary 
layoffs, that they do not have 
the same number of applica-
tions as we do, that they 
have an extra person to 
handle all their Student 
Placement (they do not have 
'Graduate Placement), and 
that due to the nature of 
many of their programs, 
their applications are spread 
out more evenly over the 
year than ours. 
-Finally, please do not forget 
that our office· was upset for 
several week~ while we 
packed, unpacked,repackea, 
moved, and unpacked at the· 
new site. 
Sean, I am sorry that your 
award was not acceptable to 
you, but, please understand 
that I am powerless to 
change government policy 
and procedure in assessing 
student loan applications. I 
have no discretion in the way 
these are handled. I simply 
act as an agent for the Pro-
vincial and Federal govern-
ments and process applica-
tions in accordance with their 
rules and regulations. 
We do try to handle all 800 
of the financial aid applica-
tions in the most efficient 
manner that we can. This has 
been a particularly bad year 
for all of us, but it does not 
help to attack those of us who 
must work within the rigid 
'guidelines and budgets that 
have been assigned to our 
positions. 
Julie Steele 
Financial Aid and Student 
Placement Officer. 
P.S. Sean,inviewofthefact 
that it took you three months 
to submit your appeal after 
receiving your initial assess-
ment, I do not feel we can 
give your appeal application 
preferencial treatment. 
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Doilglas College, We Salilte Yoil! 
Celebrities Benny Hill and Adolf Hitler send their 
reguards to our new campus. 
Get off our asses 
Dear Susan Knox 
Your letter was well re-
ceived and to begin I can 
only hope that other women 
in your situation will speak 
up and let the truth be known 
in regards to this oppressive 
system which does not give 
married people the same 
rights as single people. 
Males as well as females are 
subject to various restraints 
in educational funding which 
have a direct impact into 
their ability to receive funds 
which will enable them to 
complete their educational 
:goals. In general however, 
females are especially 
oppressed by this system be-
cause they are looked at by 
men in society as being infer-
ior and thusly are not given 
the right to an education as 
much as men are, especially 
when they are married. I am 
not saying that all men, or 
even your husband under the 
circumstances are guilty of 
this, but that often when a 
female gets -married -she 
gives up her educational 
goals for other so called just 
as important values in soc-
iety such as the home and 
the family. I consider this to 
be rubbish and feel that real-
istically, student aid pro-
lgrams should be geared to 
enable people to achieve an 
education regiardless of sex, . 
race or anything else espec-
ially marital status. 
It is about time ourgover-
nments gave a long hard look 
at their policies which are 
simply overly oppressive and. 
put many members of society 
in the dark ages regarding· · 
basic human rights. 
I must state however tnat 
this is a two way street and if 
we want any form of social 
change, it is due time many 
of us got up off our asses and 
started to do something for 
the society which they are so 
quick to bitch about. 
If there is any cry for more 
women in your place to make 
their positions known in re-
gards to this very serious 
matter, please let it be 
NOW. The Other Publica-
tions Society acts as a forum 
for people in your position 
and in many other oppres-
sive situations, to let their 
frustrations known and 
understood. In tinalization·, 
your action can only be 
applauded and hopefully this 
will act ~s i!'lspiration for the 
other people of the college to 
start taking part in the so-
ciety in which they live in . 
Douglas College students in 
general in the preceding 
semesters have been quick to 
bitch and complain about 
various situations which ad 
versely affect them in infor-
mal discussion but interac-
tion such as yours is rare and 
generally not to be expected . 
It is a joke that many so 
called intellectuals of the col-
lege can take such an apathe--
tic stance especially when it 
takes such little effort to get 
involved. Taking into ac-
count the many important is-
sues which face us every day 
as we live and breath this 
type of action can only be 
looked on in amazement and 
sadness. 
It is not self respect that is 
asked for here but only re-
spect for the world in which 
we live in. Do something to 
be proud of yourself and pos-
sibly the feeling will catch 
on . Ultimately, I have hope 
for the human race even if 
nobody else does. 
. Glen Nazaruk 
Porn on pay 
On February 4, Pay 
T.V.'s "First Choice" sta-
·tion will introduce Playboy's 
softcore porn films across 
Canada. This so called adult 
entertainment will be shown 
.late in the evening on 
weekends. 
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Wnat is stopping those 
younger people from watch-
ing_ this smut?' Sure parents 
are supposed to use 'discret-
ion, but what happens wher: 
the parents aren't there to 
kick the kids out? This is 
what is leading the women's 
groups to protesting . They 
feel that this ~oft-porn will 
lead to hardcore porn. And 
with the introduction of T.V. 
porn, all the brutality and 
violence and male machoism 
shown to the female body 
will be viewed on T.V. Not 
ju_st any T.V., but yours, 
right there in the livingroom. 
What will the kids do when 
they see all the close up 
scenes? Sure, they've seen 
violence before, but it's not 
the same. What's the differ-
ence between rented video 
tapes and this new shit on 
T.V.? Nothing. So why is 
there going to be playboy 
nudes on Pay T.V. when the 
"discreet" gentleman can go 
rent it? 
First Choice rs relyrng ·on 
freedom of choice. And with 
this in mind, subscriptions to 
the upcoming services have 
increased. 
W.S. Thomas. president of 
Delta Cable Television Ltd., 
said "They (womens groups) 
believe it will be like Red Hot 
Video, but First Choice wou-
ldn't stand for it. According 
to Thomas, it will be really 
low key." 
About 1000 of Delta Cable-
vision's 23,000 subscribers 
have subscribed to Pay T.V. 
75% of them · want First 
Choice pornography. North 
and West Vancouver cables 
have also noticed an increase 
in subscribers to First Ch-
oice. 1,000 of 50,000 subscr-
ibers of Cable West T.V. 
have taken it, and new ord-
ers have been coming in at a 
rate of 100 per day, this ac-
cording to a spokesperson of 
Cable West. 
Meanwhile CRTC chair-
person John Meisel, has ask-
ed executives of First Choice 
Pay T.V. service to meet hil'l'r"' 
this week over their plans to 
air Playboy porn . Women's 
groups have been protesting 
the National Pay T.V. service 
and have organized marches 
on Eatons stores. Eatons is a 
major shareholder of First 
Choice's parent company .. 
What is the difference be-
•tween subscribing to porn, 
with its intimate sex acts, 
and going down to the West 
End and subscribing to a 
prostitute? In my mind 
notfling. Tms world is sick. 
Chns Woolverton 
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Take Back the Bookstore 
Are you willing to recognize the Influence your upbringing had on 
your reaction to this picture? 
by Nancy fowe/1 
While purchasing my text-
books in the Douglas College 
bookstore last weeek, I not-
iced that there was a number 
of 'soft-core' pornographic 
magazines for sale. 
Upon questioning L. Ver-
heyen, head of the bookstore 
"freedom of choice" was 
his reply. "I don't set myself 
out as a judge. If a student 
wants it, they can buy it. " 
But what of students like 
myself who find pornography 
offensive? Is not my freedom 
being infringed upon bec-
ause I am forced to see it? 
I find it appalling that an 
institution of alleged 'higher 
learning' would even con-
sider selling it in their book-
store. Pornography holds 
men and women in distorted 
and fictional roles . It object-
ifies women into being no-
thing more than a sub-
missive toy for men to play 
with when they deem it nec-
essary. It promotes the acc-
eptance of these roles and 
the acceptance of violence to-
wards women. Most import-
ant it trivializes and ridi-
cules the most precious gift 
that one person can give to 
another; love. 
People learn their values 
through the culture that they 
are exposed to. By social-
izing the view of women as 
sex-objects, pornography in-
creases antagonism and sub-
sequent violence between 
men and women . It breaks 
down the ability and need to 
care for each other, which we 
,as social animals , need in 
order to survive. 
It is a fundamental prin-
ciple of Canadian law that 
the 
the freedom of an individual 
may be limited where it im-
pedes or infringes on t~e 
freedom of another indi-
vidual, group or community. 
I feel that pornography 
violates women 's freedom to 
exist comfortably and with-
out fear as equal individuals 
in groups or in the commun-
ity. What is it doing in our 
bookstore? 
HAHA • • • • • 
by Nancy Powell 
Another Freudian slip in 
the Other Press. Last issue 
we printed a small graphic 
for the "Direct Action" story 
on filing off the toilet dis-
penser nibs, remember? 
Well, that tiny graphic got 
us in some trouble. Not that 
the story was unacceptable, 
not even th~ graphic itself, 
but a little scrap of grafitti, 
"Vote for Gerry", that I 
scrawled on the centre stall 
door . 
Due to this bit of editorial 
comment from us to you, the 
Student Society by-election 
was cancelled . 
What a pile of shit! As an 
organization free from the 
stnngs ot the Student Soci-
ety, we feel it is our right to 
support any person or organ-
isation we deem worthy of 
our support. 
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L Editoral I 
tare We 
Doing Here?? 
by Nancy Powell 
' hey, wow, welcome to yet 
another issue of the Other 
Press. My name is Nancy, 
and I'm the Editorial Co-ord-
inator elect of the new, im-
proved Other Press. 
In this wonderful slice of 
newsprint, I would like to 
introduce you to the staff and 
tell you a bit about what we 
do and why. 
I think that a lot of people 
are under the impression 
that all we do around here is 
swear and drink and some-
times get off our asses and 
put out a paper. Wrong-o. 
Today is Synday, and I 
have been here for most of 
day. It sounds like a sob-
story, but I just wanted you 
to realize that myself and a 
lot of other people on staff 
also have the altruistic/mas-
ochistic idea that the paper is 
an important part of our 
lives . 
We feel this way because 
we have a responsibility to 
you, the readers, to present 
you with a verbal picture of 
what happens behind your 
back that directly or indirect-
ly affects you. . 
We take a lot of shit from 
you . Often I hear in the cafe-
teria, " Too much swearing" , 
or, "Too many spelling mis- We have a great staff this 
takes" and "Too much semester; a few new faces, anti-n~ke crap." Well if you lots of people from last sem-
don't like us, join the paper ester and Jan Hunter, who 
and change it. Otherwise, has been around so long he 
tough bananas. thinks in pyramid style. 
We try to organize a situ- those back from last semes-
ation where students can be- ter include Sean Valentini, 
come aware of what is hap- our photo-man, Caroline 
pening around them; to Hardon, production co-ordin-
make you aware of how you ator, Glen Nazaruk, news co-
are being screwed and by ordinator, Brian Pharez, bus-
whom. iness manager, and me. 
As "agents of social New fixtures in the office 
change", we feel it our re- include Dave Christian (his 
sponsibility to "present a fuzzy face bops in every once 
realistic, honest and fair in a while), Sean Balderstone 
view of people and the struc- (indespensible for copy edit-
tures that surround you ." ing), Vic Cromarty, Editorial 
We cannot stress enough Co-ordinator, and Chris 
the importance of your re- Woolverton (Stew's bro) . 
sponses; we need to know Apologies to the staff not 
what you want to know! mentioned but you weren't 
Unfortunately we do not here. 
have a letter box. Neverthe- Others who showed up for 
less, your words would be production .were Margaret 
most heartily appreciated, · Park who typeset some stuff 
whether engraved on stone for us, Dan Hilborn who 
tablets, written on toilet came in to say goodbye (he's 
paper (one piece at a time) or moving to Courtney next 
painted on canvas . These can week to live with Dad ... ) and 
be dumped at the Other did lots of helping,pluss ex-
Press office, (next to the Stu- tra extra thanks to Glen San-
dent Society office, between ford for knowing exactly 
the cafeteria washrooms and when we need him here 
the gym doors) . Be assured most. Perry (space puppy) 
that your communications Obidinski also zoomed in for 
will never go unnoticed . a bit . Jt.: C"-"; ~ p,~ too~~ 
Liberal Democracy bites 
the big plastic yellow donut 
Is Tim Shein ignorant of the basic tenets of demo-
cracy? He would have his council pass an amendment 
to the Student Society constitution pass an amendment 
to the Student Society constitution that would ignore 
one of the founding concepts of democracy, fair and 
equal representation of all people. 
Why was Stewart Woolverton the only dissenting 
voice on council? This is an amendment that restricts. 
access to the student government by students. Are the 
other members so unconcerned? I had always thought 
that democracy was supposed to prevent abuses such 
as has occured here. When all students pay the same 
rate of student fees . is it unreasonable to expect fair 
representation? · 
Is this the first sign of impending fascism at Douglas 
College? What exactly are the Student Society Exec-
utives motives? One has to wonder, when this type of 
political maneuvering is going on . 
Since the student government of this college insists 
on putting this amendment up for approval, there can 
be only one rational solution. That is to reject the 
proposed constitution changes . With rejection by the 
general school population the Student Society (read 
Tim Shein) will have to bring Douglas College back to 
the realm of Democracy. 
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From The Peak, SFU · 
In the third floor of the city hospital, 
I 
a middle-aged man quietly loses the 
flgbt -0galnst lung cancer as the rush· 
hour traHic threads Its way home. 
Meanwhile, downstairs In the 
glftshop, a young women asks the 
cashier for another package of 
cigarettes. 
Such a scene illustrates the inherent paradox that 
characterizes cigarette smoking. While tobacco ac-
counts for annual sales of over 2.8 billion dollars in 
Canada it also claims the lives of approximately 
100,<XX>' Canadians annually from smoking and smoke-
related fatalities. 
According to the United States Surgeon-General's 
report, Smoking and Health, the average pack-a-day 
smoker is twice as likely to die before he reaches the 
age of fifty than is a non-smoker. Th~ smoker's ~ife 
expectancy is 8.1 years shorter than h1s non-smokmg 
counterpart. Smokers are forced to pay an average 
annual cost of 66 percent more for life insurance than 
non-smokers. 
The Hall Report on "Canada's National-Provincial 
Health Program for the 1980's" states that diseases 
that result from smoking cost the federal government 
75 300 dollars in health costs per smoker between the ag~s of 15 and 65. Death that results from smoking 
costs the federal government 79,920 dollars per smoker 
in the same age group . . 
These staggering figures, however, are not mcluded 
in the corporate profit-loss statements, nor are they 
mentioned in the battery of life-style advertisements 
with which tobacco companies assault consumers . 
The Third Report of the Royal College of Physicians 
of London in 1977 stated that "Tobacco smoking is a 
form of drug dependence different from but no less 
strong than in other drugs of addiction." 
The Surgeon-General's report states that "one of the 
most reliable correlates of cigarette smoking is the use 
of other drugs." Smokers consume more coffee (<_:a:f-
feine), more alcohol, more marijuana and more asp1rm 
than do non-smokers. 
Smokers tend to posses more neurotic traits inclu~­
ing psychological tension and more psycho~o~at1c 
symptoms. In addition, smokers tend to be hosp1tal1zed 
more often than non-smokers and are, as expected, 
beset wih a higher incident of specific diseases such as 
hypertension pneumonia, coronary artery disease and 
lung problem's. Ten thousand Canadians die each year 
from lung cancer alone. 
The report also cites various experiments that con-
clude that smokers have greater anti-social tendencies, 
including belligerence, psychopathic deviance, mis-
conduct, rebelliousness, defiance and disagreeable-
ness. 
Though these findings may seem quite extreme, Mr. 
G.F. Lewis, Associate Professor of Anatomy at 
NkMaster' s Medical Centre explains that results such 
as these are common knowl~ge amongst the medical 
community. The general population, however, does not 
have access to such knowledge . 
Lewis feels it is the responsibility of the medical 
profession to step in and make poeple aware of the 
effect of smoking .. 
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"Sm.okers consume more coHee (calelnel, 
more alcohol, more marl/uana and more 
aspirin than non-smokers." 
"Nobody who's in a position to do something is doing 
it," he said. "We've got to stimulate doctors and 
nurses to take some lead on the anti-smoking front." 
Lewis, a former smoker himself, is currently 
writing a book entitled Smoking and You. Last week, as 
part of National Anti-Smoking Week, he appeared on 
the Tom Cherington program "No Bull" as well as on 
CFRB and CHUM-AM. 
"Smoking is a disease condition," he continued. 
"People who smoke are genuinely sick. Given what we 
know, you could identify smoking as a death wish. It is 
the number one medical probiem.'' 
Doug Wilson, Unit Director of the Family Practice 
Teaching Unit at the Med Centre, and another ex-
smoker, agrees with Lewis. 
"I don't think family doctors are tak1ng respo~sibility 
for cigarette smoking," he ~aid. "If we treated smok-
ing as a disease and not only advised patients to stop 
but invited them back for ·some help in smoking, there 
would be fewer smokers." 
"The family physician is in a key position, " he said. 
"We have the knowledge of smoking's effects and we 
have the preventive techniques. I personally see it as 
our responsibility." 
A particularly frightening trend that is bec~min~ 
apparent in today' s smoking habi~s in the nu"!ber of 
young women who are now smokmg. In the past, more 
men than women smoked. But now, not only have 
women caught up with men, but in certain age groups 
they have surpassed them. Recent survey data on 
adolescent smoking habits reveal that by ages 17 to 19, 
smoking prevalence among women exceeds that of 
men. The rate of initiation of smoking among young 
men is declining, whereas it is not for wome~. The 
average age at which women begin to smoke IS now 
virtually identical to that of men. The American Cancer Society projects that by 1985 
lung cancer which is causally related to cancer and is 
presently the number one cancer killer of men, will 
replace breast cancer as the number one cancer _killer 
among women. lronically, nurses constitute the largest 
occupational groups of female smokers_. 
i 'Female smokers in their teens and twenties have 
difficulty stopping because they're afraid they'll gain 
weight," said Dr. Wilson . "If t~ey stop smoking_ an~ 
then gain a few pounds, they go nght back to smokmg. 
Many birth defects are a direct result of the mother 
continuing to smoke while pregnant. "Our neo-natal 
ward is filled with children suffering from the effects of 
mothers who smoke during pregnancy," said Lewis. 
"Their growth and development is impaired if not yet 
retarded. The may also suffer from a lighter birth 
weight. 
"Smoking Is a disease condition," ... 
"People who smoke are genuinely side." 
"There is no placental barrier for carbon monoxide 
and nicotine," he explained. "The fetal blood has 15 
times the affinity for carbon monoxide that a mother 
does. That's a killer, crippler dose. At birth the child 
must go cold turkey. It has been programmed from 
birth to smoke." . . 
In this age of increase'<fJ information flow, is it poss1ble 
that people can remain unaware of the harmful ef!ects 
of smoking? Or is it that they would rather not contront 
the facts? 
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Lewis feels that this ignorance, whether intentional 
or not, cannot be justified in light of the indisputable 
fact of death . 
"Anti-smoking efforts by the government can be 
compared to a drop of water from a faucet and the 
amount of water flowing over Niagara Falls," he said . 
Tobacco companies spent over 80 million dollars in 
advertising last year. The Ontario ministry of health 
has budgeted approximately $600,000 in 1981-82 for 
anti-smoking campaigns. 
"The government is in the process of making profits 
from tobacco sales," he said. "There is a iot of money 
be made in taxes as well as in trade. Our trade 
ministers couldn't care less about sending to foreign 
countries what we at home recognize as garbage. 
On January 18, the Ontario government finalized a 
deal in which $7.4 miilion worth of tobacco will be 
exported to Cliina in the upcoming year. Henry Pauls, 
an ottic1al ot the mm1stry ot agnculture, commemea 
that the sale is part of the effort to diversity and enlarge 
that the sale is part of the effort to diversify and enlarge 
This is indicative of the attitude that the government 
holds toward tobacco consumption. It is lucrative crop, 
and considering the keen international competition for 
trade, it is easy to overlook the adverse health effects of 
tobacco in favor of exploiting its huge earnings poten-
tial . 
"I do":'t th!nk family doetorsare taking 
responslblllt)'" for dgarette smoking." 
Tobacco is an important agricultural and economic 
crop that is produced in almost all parts of th~ world 
and used in nearly every country. It was successfully 
introduced for cultivation in Jamestown, Virginia in 
1611 and soon after into Europe, Asia dn South Africa. 
Today, totai world acreage produces over 12 billion 
pounds of tobacco annually. 
People have been unaware of the unique nature of 
the tobacco leaf for centuries . In the seventeenth 
century, pipe smoking gained wide acceptance as a 
pleasurable, relaxing activity. In the eighteenth cen-
tury snuff became very 'popular and in the nineteenth 
centre chewing tobacco was commonly used . Through-
out this time period, tobacco was seen as one of the 
harmless pleasures in life, and was even indulged in by 
some for alleged health benefits . 
When the automatic cigarette rolling machine was 
perfected in the 1880's, the smoking fashion changed 
accordingly. Plug (chewing) tobacco became scarce 
toward the end of the Civil War because of the difficulty 
of storing it. Crowing public concern over the health 
hazards of spitting out germ infested tobacco also led to 
the acceptance of cigarettes. 
During World War 1, men· took up the habit of 
cigarette smoking at a rapid rate. By 1925, approx-
imately 50 per cent of adult males in Canada and the 
United States were cigarette smokers. By 1950, the 
prevalence of cigarette use among men approached 70 
per cent in some urban areas. The onset of widespread 
cigarette use among women lagged behind that of men 
by 15 to 30 years. 
In 1954, when reports linking cigarettes to lung 
cancer first appeared, less than one percent of cigar-
ettes produced were filter-tipped . The average "Tar" 
delivery of cigarettes was approximately 35 gm. The 
average nicotine delivery was over two mg. 
With the drop in tar and nicotine, there was a 
correspondent drop in the prevalence of cigarette use, 
suggesting that the consumers were becoming sensi-
tive to the growing concerns over health . 
As People became more aware of the dangers that 
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... a typlml one pack per day smoker 
takes In-SO,CDO to 70,000 puffs per 
year ... 
cigarette smoking presented, tne tar and nicotine levels 
continued to ·decrease. In 1977 cigarette production 
technology experienced 'important changes. The devel-
opment of tobacco sheet reconstitution, improvements 
in cigarette filtration and cigarette paper, the genetic 
manipulation of tobacco strains and increased use of 
plant stems enable significant decreases in tar and 
nicotine to occur. 
Cigarete use had continued to drop. According to the 
Surgeon-General's 1979 report, only 32.3 percent of he 
American population smoked cigarettes in 1979. 
Although Canadian figures are slightly higher, this was 
the lowest recorded value in 45 years. 
In 1981, low tar and nicotine cigarettes commanded 
50 per cent of the cigarette market. Last year, Brown 
and Williamson Tobacco Corporation utilized a budget 
of $150 million to introduce a new low-tar brand, 
Barclay. These trends indicat~ a genuine concern on !he 
part of the consumer to decrease intake of recognized 
hazardous chemical compounds. 
But a typical one pack per day smoker takes in 50,000 
to 70,000 puffs per year, each puff containing over 
2,000 known compounds. Many of the compounds are 
established carcinogens, and there is as yet no un-
equivocal evidence for the existence of safe levels of the 
carcinogenic chemicals . 
Evidence from studies done by the American Cancer 
Societv indicates that smokers of low-tar and nicotine 
cigarettes have a slightly lower mortality rate from 
smoke-related causes than people who smOke an equal 
quantity of high-tar and nicotine cigarettes . However, 
those who smoked more low-tar and nicotine cigarettes 
than those who smoked high-tar nicotine cigarettes had 
high mortality rates 
"One of the biggest con games is the current adver 
tising campaign to get people to switch to light cigar-
ettes, said Lewis. A person who used to smoke one pack 
of Marlboros might have to smoke three packs of 
Virginia Slims to get the same nicontine. But they are 
getting three times as much carbon monoxide. They're 
in fact getting sicker faster ." 
Dr. Wilson speculated on the reasons whv people 
continue to smoke, when they know what they're doing 
to themselves. 
"People still drink and drive, refuse to wear seatbelts 
and go on fad diets," he said. "Most people know the 
consequences. There is some behavioral component 
that is hard to understand." 
Among the man paradoxes that exist in our society 
smoking ranks as the deadliest . 
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Moev on the move 
by Caroline Rardon 
-New wave is not repeating' 
itself. The common com-
plaint about most new wave 
bands is that if you have 
heard one of their songs, 
you've heard them all. . 
1 witnessed a truly mno-
Com~dy 
enters · 
New West 
by Ian Runlet_:_ _ 
-Did you hear the one about 
the new comedy cclub? It's 
called Alfies and it' s no joke. 
The offical opening was last 
Thursday night. The evening 
began with Magician James 
Dimmer escaping from a 
strait jacket suspended high 
above Carnarvon St. The 
crowd in front of Alfies star-
ed in awe as Dimmer made 
his escape in one minuite 
seven seconds .. . a record 
timeL(but his belts may have 
been loose) : 
Owner Dennis Kinsey says 
he started Alfies up because 
of his love for comedy. "It's 
something I' ve. allways 
Nanted to do. 1''\1€ been look-
:ng around for a location for a 
long time when we found this 
place. 
The club has a long history 
in New Westminster starting 
just after the second world 
war as a supper club, the 
place has gone through a 
number of transformations . 
In the sixties it was called the 
Groove Yard and was the 
of the once thriving Rythym 
and Blues curciut in the 
Lower Mainland with such 
acts as Ike & Tina Turner 
playing there as well as more 
commercial groups such as 
the Guess Who. 
Kinsey says the dub is break 
ing even with the business 
it' s doing now. "To make 
money in a club like this_ you 
need three good nights out of 
a week. Right now we're do-
ing five mediocre nights and 
just breaking even ... but like 
every other business we 
can't expect to make a profit 
for the first year, but then 
w.e' re not really into making 
lots of money, if we we~~ 
then we would~t have started 
a comedy club." 
Alfies is just down the 
street from . Douglas College 
on Carnarvon and is open 
from 7pm to 2am Tuesday 
thru Saturday with a cover 
charge of only $1(for Douglas 
College students). Featuring 
a number of comedy and 
magic acts per nigh~ Alfies 
will also be open on Sur:~days 
sans liquir. 
vative new wave band at The 
Soft Rock Cafe last Friday. 
The band is called Moev and 
they've been around for 
about two years now. 
The band comprises of the 
lead singer, Madelaine 
Morris, -Mark Jowett on 
guitar, Tom Ferris on lead 
keyboard and Cal Stephen-
son on bass keyboard. The 
band members write their 
own music and lyrics and 
Moev play~ only their own 
material. 
Lead singer of Moev, Madelaine Morris 
photo by Sean · Valentini 
Tootsie toasty 
"Tootsie" is just· as good 
as we've all been hearing . 
It's fun and well worth the 
price of admission . 
In this satirical farce, Dus-
tin Hoffman has taken on an-
other controversial role, in 
fact, more than one. 
'He gives us a look at sev-
eral layers of society that 
many would rather ignore. 
He plays his personal, pri-
vate self as well as his oppo-
site with equal success. He 
plays the unemployed, the 
perfectionist, the aggressive 
woman (yes, that's what I 
said folks) and yet he plays 
-'them with equal honesty ar.Jd 
they are ironically success-
ful. 
Even if you are not excited 
about seeing a man com-
pletely made up as a woman, 
(in order to get a part in a 
soap opera), · you'll be 
amazed how interesting 
Hoffman makes it seem. If 
you saw the TV story of how 
Little Big Man was filmed, 
where he did all his own 
make-up, from a young 
brave to a 90 year ()ld wise 
man, you will be reminded 
how seriously he takes his 
art. 
The point is made, suc-
cessfully, that men, quite of-
ten try to intimidate women 
by being condescending (lnd 
over-protective, much the 
way snottY French waiters 
intimidate uninitiated cus-
tomers into giving big tips by 
using precise etiquette. Only 
in this case it's for bigger 
stakes. 
Great humor throughout 
the movie gives sugar coat-
ing to a pill to cure a social 
illness. 
Moev has toured across 
Canada and the United 
States in the last two years 
and recorded an album in 
San Francisco that is avail-
able only in the import sect-
ion of the record stores . 
What makes this band dif-
ferent from all the others is 
that they have their own un-: 
ique style and music, it is 
in:wnpossible to comp~re 
Moev with any other band 
around. All for members of 
the band have very different 
personalities and these dif-
ferences are reflected in 
their music, as no two songs 
are alike. -
By coincidence, I ended up 
sitting next to the bands 
manager, Terry Mcbride. He 
was more than willing to dis-
cuss Moev. ' Terry explained 
tflat the band has a steady 
following in Vancouver and 
these people follow Moev 
everywhere they play. Moev 
is more popular back East in 
Montreal and in San Fran-
cisco than they are here . 
even though they are Van-
couver based. Moev likes to 
play in different atmosph-
eres than most other groups, 
they sold out the Winnepeg 
Art Gallery last October. You 
won't see this band on the 
usual club circuit that other 
hands are on. 
tWas very impressed with 
Moev's sound, as were most 
people at The Soft Rock that 
night. Moev plays . at the 
Commodore on Febuary 4 
and W.___ 
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Snobs 
Doug 
Somewhere along the line, 
the term "music appreCia-
tion" was unfairly connoted 
with elite snobbishness, but 
at Douglas College the term 
simply means accessibility to1 
music. 
The course, Music Apprecia-
tion is designed for those 
who' want to improve their 
listening skills, become bet-
ter acquainted with the clas-
sical repetoire, and gain a 
larger understanding of the 
great music available. -
''The purpose of the: 
course is to instill a thi-rst for 
good music," says course in-
structor Diane Loomer. 
"Music is for everyone 
and with a little effort can be 
accessible." 
Emphasis is on cleansing 
the ears; "really listening 
and learning what to listen 
for in music," Lommer said . 
The Spring session will in-
clude a detailed discussion of 
Bizet's opera, Carmen, fol-
lowed by an outing to the 
actual opera 1'- the Queen 
Elizabeth Theatre ln Vancou-
ver. 
The session starts on Feb-
ruary 7 and is offered at the 
new music facilities of Doug-
las College in New Westmin-
ster . There will also be infor-
mation on how to start a 
good , timeless record collec-
tion . 
For more information on 
this evening course, call 
520-5400. 
. l 
.... ' 
• 
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Come Watch Douglas Dribblers 
by Martin Hemenk · . 
Guess what? We the stud- was a completely different scorers with 14 points with 
ents of Douglas College have story from the night before. Corey Galloway and Peter 
a pretty good men's basket- Douglas, although they play- Julianadding10pointseach. 
ball team. Hell, they're ed well for most of the game, 
damn good. They played had a serious lapse toward~ 
Royal Roads College on the end of the first half. 
Friday, January 28 and beat Through some miscues and 
them handily, 76 to 36. The sloppy play they let Malas-
team, coached by Kurk pina gain a 16 point lead 
Lundberg and Ken Klassen, right after Douglas had gone 
had a balanced attack and ahead for the first time in the 
continually picked apart the game. By the end of the first 
Road's zone defence while half they had cut the lead to 
intimidating them with their 11 points but failed to catch 
aggressive man to man cov- up in the latter half of the 
erage. The game was clas- game. The final score was 88 
sified as a home game for to 79 for Malaspina. Jon 
Douglas even though it was Deanna led all Douglas 
played at the Massey Gym in 
Coaches: Kurk lundberg 
and Ken Klassen 
4- Mark White 
5- Dave Reiter 
6- Todd Yano 
7- Mike Kostic 
9-Marcus Francis 
10- Corey Galloway 
11- Brian England 
12- Mats Wong 
14- Steve Mitten 
15- Jon Deanna 
21- Peter Julian 
22- Steve Vanos 
New Westminister Senior 
Secondary. Douglas' gym is 
supposed to be ready by Feb-
ruary 15, so hopefully this 
will lead to increased attend-
ance at the games. there 
were about 40 people present 
at Friday's game, but that 
number includes both teams! 
Fitness For Fun! 
Douglas led 38 to 20 at the 
half and never looked back. 
Jon Deanna led the way, 
scoring a whopping 30 points 
and Steve Vanos, Corey 
Galloway, and Mats Wong 
had 8 each. Special mention 
goes to Steve Mitten who j ! continually picked off passes 
! and anchored the defence 
i and Todd Yano who was a 
:.. dominant figure and consist-
~ ently led the Douglas attack. 
~~-~~~~---··~~~~:;:.-..... ...:.ESI!!!!Y ~ Saturday's game against ~ favoured Malaspina College 
o ' was a highly entertaining 
- ~.ijJa5 outpowers tile ~ing team l match featuring some great ~ basketball at times, _but_ it 
. t\LFIE '5 
\Jt\RIETY TH-Et\TRE 
We will be offering the best in comedy and magic acts ii 
Western Canada. 
If your all discoed out and rock n' roll has lost it's magic 
for the moment then escape the noise, come to us, and 
laugh ••• you need to sometimes, you know? 
HOURS: 7pm - 2am Tuesday thru Saturday 
759 Carnarvon St. 
New Westminster. 
Phone:522-3577 
.. ,.. ...... . ,... ..,... .......... -~ ..-...... ...,. ..... ·~ .. ,.. .. ..,. ..,...... ..... .,.. .. , . : 
. . . 
;:SPECIAL OFFER FOR DOUGI4S: 
• COLLEGE STUDENTS$1 COVER: 
,. . . i ~ CHARGE WITH STUDENT J.D. : 
·~·..... . ·~··- .. ··~ ............ -.!t-••• ·...!11 ·~_. ... .......... ~ 
( Ali1es will be starting an amateur ni~t open to ~ny } aspiring oomedian who books a wrek beforehand. 
by Martin Hemerik 
The stereo was blaring 
away and a group of fourteen 
scantily clad people were 
moving their bodies in a ra-
ther unusual fashion,hap-
hazzardly at first, soon build-
ing in a fevered crescendo 
and then finally slowing 
down to an easy pace. Had a 
strange disease struck these 
students, had Beatlemania 
finally hit the campus eight-
een years after the fact or 
was this the latest tactic in 
the demonstration move-
ment against government 
cutbacks in education? 
In case you haven't been 
around the campus these last 
two Thursdays (January 20 
and 27) at twelve noon or 
seen any of the posters 
around the foyer, fitness has 
come to Douglas College and 
you missed the introductory 
classes, designed to get you 
interested in being fit. Now 
for the first time you can . 
answer that age old ques-
tion: Is the average Douglas 
College student healthier 
than the average sixty year 
old Swede? 
What is fitness? What are 
aerobics and are they for 
me? The answer is an unmit-
igated yes according to 
Wendy Koeman, a fitness 
instructor and one of the . 
main cogs in SFU's fitness 
machine. "A fitness class is 
an overall workout for the 
whole body. It gets the card·--
iovascular system working, 
takes in stretching and stren-
gthening exercises, increas-
es coordination and builds 
endurance.'' 
This cavorting around may 
look foolish but anything that 
can do all that for the body is 
nothing to sneer at. Aero-
bics, for all you non_ biology 
students, is when the muscles 
get oxygen for exercise. This 
is beneficial for weight loss 
(yes, fitness classes are an 
excellent way to lose weight 
and stay trim, just looking at 
the fitness instructors can 
attest to that fact) and long 
term cardiovascular activity. 
Some reasons why fitness is 
so popular were evident at 
the classes in the foyer. The 
music was good although 
somewhat ill put together, it 
·was non competitive and you 
went at·your own pace. That 
is, when you couldn't keep 
up you just stopped and · 
caught your breath and al-
most everyone did at one 
time or another. 
All fitness classes are held 
in room 1315. The trick is 
finding the .;oom· is to go to 
the cafeteria on the first 
floor, turn right, then left, 
then go straigh till the end of 
the hall turn left and voila, 
its just a couple of doors 
down on the left. 
swing two three four ... 
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Food? 
Due to many students, 
particularly those enrolled in 
night school have expressed 
discontent concerning cafe-
teria hours . In response to 
this the I.C.L. Food Servites 
Ltd. are proposing to extend 
cafeteria hours for a two 
week period commencing 
next Monday, Jan . 24. 
The cafeteria will now be 
open rom 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 
p.m. during this period with · 
the exception being on Fri~ 
days when the hours will ~ 
from 8:00 a .m. to 4:00 p.m. 
only. 
The main cafeter.ial line 
will be open from 8:00a.m. 
till 2~00 ·p .m . and hot meals 
will be available till 7:00p.m 
~o enable faculty and stud-
dents to eat prior to their 
evening classes. From 7:00 
to 9:00 coffee, donuts and 
limited sandwiches will be 
available. 
While this change is 
planned to be only a tool for 
the cafeteria to properly 
guage demand for its food 
services, it should be pointed 
out, if demand for the service 
.is adequate these hours will 
remain in effect for the rest 
of the semester. 
Seven hundred students 
are enrolled in night school 
classes and long line ups can 
be avoided if the faculty re-
members . to stagger their 
coffee breaks between the 
,bQ.urs of 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. 
Any suggestions with re-
spect to the improvement of 
cafeteria service will be wel-
comed by either the food ser-
vice contractor of the physi-
cal plant department. One 
suggestion might be the 
availability of edible food . 
· ~Y Gien Nazaruk 
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The Herpes Hype: Media Myth? 
by Arnold Hedstrom, 
reprinted from the Ubyssey 
Herpes does most damage 
to the brain. 
Its symptoms are paranoia 
confusion and an urge to 
rush to the nearest health 
clinic. It affects mainly the 
middle and upper classes . 
Herpes of the brain is spread 
by magnetic tape, newsprint, 
and radio waves- the tools of 
the media. 
"There is an epidemic," 
says a University of Victoria 
councelling psychologist, "an 
epidemic of the press." · 
The press created the 
North American herpes syn-
drome and the mass media 
has used graphic and exag-
gerated journalism to attract 
readers. Magazines from 
Time to the San Francisco-
based Mother Jones have 
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used herpes for cover stories. 
Time magazines's August 
cover story, Today' s Scarlet 
Letter-Herpes, had a notic-
able effect on the number 
of enquiries about the virus 
at B.C. health clinics. The 
Time article exposed the 
most horrifying Herpes cases 
to be found . The result- an 
alarmed and uninformed 
public. 
At Vancouver's VD clinic 
Dr. Hugh Jones says if the 
clinic sees 20 people a day, 
two will come in with false 
herpes alarms . 
,;The publicity is certainly 
alarming people," says 
Jones . " We see about 80 
cases a month or about four 
a day that have herpes." 
The UBC Herpes clinic 
also had increased numbers 
of enquiries, especially after 
the Time article , accordint 
to herpes researcher Paul 
Levindusky. 
" The general impression 
we pick up from the media 
is that there are some really 
serious consequences and 
that is not exactly true. 
Certainly there is an an-
noyance. People indeed may 
be sick the first time they 
contact herpes . Fifty percent 
will have a 10 to 14 day 
period when they are not 
feeling well . 
" There is another 50 per 
cent out there who wi II never 
have any symptoms at all ,' 
said Levindusky on a CITR 
radio interview recently. 
"If you understand herpes 
to be a disease of living, 
just as you catch colds or 
catch anv of . thP rhilrlhood 
diseases , then it is not the 
particularly new disease of 
the '80s that is being touted 
in some media presentations. 
There is some truth in 
Time' s report, says Levin-
dusky. But he adds 90 per 
cent won't have the severe 
physical and psychological 
effects reported. 
" This wasn't pointed out 
in the Time article. It left the 
impression that everyone is 
suffering from deep psy-
chological scars and have to 
.go to sensivity training ses-
sions to help them through 
it. " 
But partial and selective 
information is only one way 
the media exploits its read-
ers . The Time article and 
others play on what most 
people consider to be an 
intimate aspect of their lives-
their sex life . 
The media exploits peop-
le' s fears and attitudes con-
cerning sex . With herpes, 
the most susceptible victims 
of media ·exploitation are the 
upper and middle classes in 
North America. 
" I might venture to say 
that those in the working 
class might not be so con-
cerned to present themselves 
because the effect it has on 
their lives is not high on their 
priority lists," Levindusky 
says . 
According to the Herpes 
Resource Centre in Palo Alto 
California, the middle class 
and upper classes are used 
to having a great deal of 
'control over their lives and 
herpes to them means a loss 
of that freedom . 
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In many third world coun-
tries herpes is much more 
wide spread. Levindusky 
says in warmer climates and 
crowded conditions most 
people will have herpes by 
the age of 30. 
But in the West, the 
.middle classes don't live in 
those conditions so the 
virus spreads slower. Blood 
tests of elderly show 80 per 
cent will have herpes anti-
bodies indicating they have 
contacted the disease. 
"All of us can at least expe 
ct to get one type of herpes," 
Levindusky says. 
''Somehow, people have 
·taken notions related to sex-
ually transmitted diseases, 
like syphillis and gonoreha, 
and said if that is not treated 
things are just going to get 
worse. Herpes doesn't do 
'that, " says Levindusky. 
Herpes, as much as it is 
a physical and psychological 
affliction, is an attack on 
society's sexual mores which 
have changed dramatically 
since the 1960s. 
The Time article con-
cluded by stating ,"But per-
haps not so unhappily, it 
(herpes) may be a prime 
mover in helping to bring 
to a close an era of mind-
less promiscuity." 
For those who do have the 
virus, at present the only 
alternative is to continue i 
I iving- as one does with a 
cold . 
As for preventative media 
medicine: Rest in bed, read 
plenty of sources, and take 
the media with a grain of 
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THE SONG ~MAINS THE SAME-LED ZEPPELIN 
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200 MOTELS-ZAPPA 
FEB. 6 4:00 THE RIDGE 
CANADIAN DOUBLE BILL FEB. 9-10 
HEART A01ES WITH MARGOT KIDDER 7:30 
THE ROWDYMAN· 9:15 
VANCOUVER EAST CINEMA 
WERNER H:RZOG DOUBLE BILL -
FITZCARRALDO Ft:tf. 4-6. 7:00 
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MOEV IMAGES IN VOGUE 3-D 54-40 
ENIGMAS 
FEB. 4 SOFT ROCK CAFE 
IMAGES IN VOGUE 
FEB. 5 :SOFT ROCK CAFE-
ICE FALUES 
FEB. 4 BUDDY SELFISH& HERALD NIX 
UBC THUNDERBIRD ICE RINK 
NANCY WILSON 
FEB. 1-12 INTERNATIONAL PLAZA 
CBO&VTC 
STAGE 
THE WOOLGATHERER 
TILL FEB. 12 
PRESENTATION HOUSE INFO 986-135] 
BETRAYAL 
TILL FEB. 26. ARTS CLUB THEATRE 
(GRANVILLE) INFO 687-1644. 
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 
WATERFRONT THEATRE. FEB. p,13 
SCISSORS 
FEB. 18. SOFT ROCK CAFE 
IGGY POP&D.O.A 
FEB.16-17. COMMODORE 
·vrc&cBo 
HEADPINS 
FEB. 22. COMMODORE 
CBO&VTC 
JOHN PRINE&STEVE GOODMAN 
FEB. 16 QUEEN. E. 
VTC&CBO 
FRENCH LEITERS 
FEB25&26 
SOFT ROCK CAFE 
CO-OP RADIO BENEFIJ 
WITH .MOEv· STANDARD LIFE 
AND OTHERS 
FEB. 18 COMMODORE 
STREETHEART & KILOWATI 
FEB: 21. PACIFIC COLISEUM 
VTC&C'BO . 
ETC 
A-OTOGRAPHS 
EVAN 
MATHISON 
FEB. 10- MARCH 6. 
SURREY ART 
,., . -
GALLERY 
The Douglas College Jazz 
Band Club is producing a 
record this spring, as well as 
playing several concerts . All 
interested· students are wel-
come. We especially need a 
sound person and a photo-
grapher or artist for the rec-
ord cover, but all offers of 
assistance will be welcomed. 
Please contact Terry Kaup-
enberg at 534-9097 or drop 
by the band room (3132N) 
any Wednesday at 4:00 pm. 
TYPING $1 .00 per page 
Phone 585-6024. Term pap-
ers, thesis, letters resumes. 
The Other Press will be 
running an events section in 
each issue. Students and 
Faculty are invited to submit 
information on any College 
or Community Event. Cont-
act Sean Valentini at the 
Other Press Office . 
